
IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLORADO 

Case No.  10-cv-03135-RPM-MJW 

TIMOTHY P. FOX, 
JON JAIME LEWIS, 
JULIE REISKIN, and 
COLORADO CROSS-DISABILITY COALITION, Colorado non-profit corporation 

Plaintiff, 

v. 

MORREALE HOTELS, LLC, a Colorado Limited Liability Company, and SKETCH 
RESTAURANT, LLC d/b/a EL DIABLO, a Colorado Limited Liability Company, 

Defendant. 

DEFENDANTS’ REMEDIAL PLAN 

 
 Defendants Morreale Hotels, LLC and Sketch Restaurant, LLC d/b/a El Diablo (jointly 

“defendants”), through their undersigned counsel, respectfully submit this Remedial Plan in 

compliance with the Court’s Order Granting Injunctive Relief (Doc. No. 142, issued 3/5/12).1   

FACTUAL AND PROCEDURAL BACKGROUND 

A. The Alterations To El Diablo Restaurant 

1. El Diablo restaurant (“El Diablo”), which is the subject of the Order, is a Mexican 

food restaurant located in the historic First Avenue Hotel building.  Declaration of Jesse 

Morreale in Support of Defendants’ Remedial Plan, dated May 23, 2012 (“Morreale Dec.”), 

attached hereto as Ex. A-1, ¶1.  The First Avenue Hotel was constructed in the early 1900s and is 
                                                 
1 By submitting this Remedial Plan, defendants do not waive any argument properly the subject of appellate review 
when an appealable order will have been entered in this case, including, but not limited to their position that the 
Order On Cross Motions For Partial Summary Judgment (Doc. No. 132) and the Order Granting Injunctive Relief 
(Doc. No. 142) are erroneous.  
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a registered historic landmark.  Id. ¶3.  However, in the decades before Morreale Hotels 

purchased the building, it had become abandoned and blighted the section of Broadway on which 

it was located.  Id.  Morreale Hotels purchased the First Avenue Hotel building in July 2008, 

with the intention of redeveloping the property to remove the blight and add thriving businesses 

to the neighborhood.  Id. ¶4. 

2. In 2009, Morreale Hotels began the alterations to the street-level space of the First 

Avenue Hotel building in which El Diablo is now located.  Id. ¶7.  Morreale Hotels hired the 

architectural firm, Studiotrope Design Collective (“Studiotrope”), to design the restaurant’s 

interior.  Id. ¶5.  Studiotrope prepared the design which included the raised dining areas that are 

the subject of the Order.  Id. 

3. The City of Denver, including The Denver Office of Disability Rights, reviewed 

and approved Studiotrope’s design.  Id. ¶6.  The only issue about the design that Studiotrope or 

the City communicated to Morreale Hotels’ principal, Jesse Morreale (“Morreale”), was that the 

raised dining areas as originally designed occupied too much floor space.  Id.  Even though the 

City’s issue was without merit because the floor-area calculation applies only to “mezzanines,” 

which El Diablo’s raised dining areas are not, Studiotrope re-designed the raised dining areas to 

reduce their size to comply with the City’s request (rather than discussing the error with the 

City).  Id.  The City approved the re-design and provided required approvals for construction of 

El Diablo.  Id. 

4. Because of the age of the First Avenue Hotel building, the condition of the 

structure, and the building’s landmark status, the permitting process was complex, time 

consuming, and expensive.  Id. ¶8.  Morreale spent hundreds of hours in 2009 and 2010 meeting 
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with city officials, building inspectors, and fire inspectors as well as with contractors, architects, 

and structural and other types of engineers, to ensure that El Diablo was built in accordance with 

applicable building and safety code provisions and other legal and regulatory requirements. Id. 

5. El Diablo opened for business on August 20, 2010.  Id. ¶9.  Since opening, El 

Diablo has succeeded in adding life to the formerly blighted section of Broadway.  Id.  El Diablo 

also has materially boosted the local economy in a difficult economic environment.  Id.  Since 

opening, El Diablo has employed between 50 and 100 employees at any given time, including 

cooks, servers, hosts, bartenders, and bussers.  Id.  In addition, many patrons who use 

wheelchairs, including plaintiffs Reiskin and Lewis, have had satisfactory dining experiences at 

El Diablo. See Deposition of Jon Jaime Lewis (“Lewis Dep.”) (Doc. No. 138-2) 99:4–101:2, 

104:8–11, 108:8–109:3, 116:14–20; Deposition of Julie Reiskin (Doc. No. 138-4) 171:16–19, 

131:9–132:18, 147:21–148:2.  Indeed, the record in this case does not identify any wheelchair 

user besides plaintiffs who has ever complained about accessibility at El Diablo. 

B. This Court’s Orders And Defendants’ Efforts To Comply With Them 

6. On November 9, 2011, this Court entered its Order On Cross Motions For Partial 

Summary Judgment (Doc. No. 132), holding that the two raised dining areas in El Diablo, which 

comprise approximately 25% of the restaurant’s dining area, violate Title III of the Americans 

with Disabilities Act (“ADA”).  On March 5, 2012, the Court issued its Order Granting 

Injunctive Relief (Doc. No. 142), ordering defendants, on or before April 23, 2012, to “file a 

remedial plan for removing the barrier to wheelchair access to be included in a final injunction.”  

While the Court gave no direction as to the contents of the remedial plan, it stated that “[t]he 
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installations [sic] of ramps may be all that is needed.”  (Id. at 2.)  This Court subsequently 

extended the original deadline to May 23, 2012.  (Doc. No. 144.) 

7. Shortly after receiving this Court’s March 5, 2012 Order Granting Injunctive 

Relief, defendants requested that Studiotrope, the architecture firm which originally designed the 

interior of El Diablo, take all steps necessary to remediate the design which this Court found to 

violate the ADA.  Morreale Dec. ¶10.  Studiotrope rejected that request and has refused to 

participate in any way in addressing the Court’s Orders.  Id. 

8. In light of this Court’s March 5, 2012 Order and Studiotrope’s refusal to develop 

a remedial plan, defendants endeavored to develop a remedial plan without the assistance of the 

architectural firm that is intimately familiar with the details and complexities of the original 

alterations.  Defendants’ newly retained architect endeavored to design ramps which would 

comply fully with the ADA Design Standards (the “2010 Standards”) and would permit access to 

the two raised dining areas without demolishing some or all of the raised dining areas. Although 

some persons, including this Court, may have assumed that such remediation would be a simple 

matter of adding a ramp or two, the architect’s efforts confirmed that remediation is dramatically 

more difficult and complicated than this Court and plaintiffs apparently anticipated. 

9. To illustrate, the modest overall size of El Diablo as well as other accessibility 

requirements, such as the need to maintain accessible routes that are at least three feet wide, 

severely limit defendants’ options for adding a lengthy ramp or a bulky lift, in compliance with 

the 2010 Standards, on each side of the dining area.  Indeed, defendants are to date informed that 

there is no ramp or lift design physically possible for the raised dining area on the restaurant’s 

south side without demolishing at least part of the raised dining area because of the placement of 
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existing accessible doors and routes, the alterations of which would themselves violate 

accessibility and emergency egress requirements and overall public safety would be 

compromised.  Morreale Dec. ¶11.  Similarly, the only design to the raised dining area on the 

restaurant’s north raised dining area that could physically fit in the restaurant without 

demolishing at least part of the raised dining area would block two of the doors on the east side 

of the restaurant in violation of applicable fire codes and a written agreement with the Denver 

Building Department to keep those doors unobstructed.  Id.  Building such a ramp also would 

create the loss of significant street-level seating where many patrons who use a wheelchair, 

including plaintiff Lewis, have dined without any complaint.  Id.; see Lewis Dep. (Doc. No. 138-

2) at 99:4–101:2, 104:8–11, 108:8–109:3, 116:14–20. 

10. As noted, obtaining the necessary permits for the original construction of 

El Diablo in what was a vacant building was extremely complicated and time-consuming, due in 

part to the delicate age of the building and its landmark status.  Morreale Dec. ¶8.  In the sworn 

opinion of El Diablo’s owner, construction changes that would be necessary to install ramps or 

lifts simply will not be licensed or permitted by the City of Denver.  Id.  ¶12.  Defendants are 

understandably loathe to propose a remediation plan that would be incorporated into a federal 

court mandatory injunction that they would then be unable to implement. 

11. Beyond permitting and engineering barriers, the possible solutions to the existing 

configuration of El Diablo would, in the sworn opinion of the owner who has operated the 

restaurant for the last eighteen months, destroy the economic viability of the restaurant.  Id.  ¶13.  

As noted, El Diablo is moderately sized.   Id. ¶11.  Needless to say, the economic viability of a 

restaurant is entirely dependent on its capacity and on the number of customers served.  Id. ¶13.  
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Proposed remediations to date substantially reduce the restaurant’s available dining space so as 

to substantially reduce the restaurant’s projected post-remediation cash flows.  Id.  Thus, 

defendants are faced with the untenable demand of proposing a remediation to be incorporated 

into a federal court order that would ensure the demise of the restaurant (and the dismissal of El 

Diablo’s entire workforce).  See id. 

12. Moreover, alterations themselves, of course, cost money.  Id. ¶14.  While El 

Diablo is prepared to address such out-of-pocket costs, the proposed alterations that defendants 

have seen to date would require the restaurant (even if it could obtain the necessary municipal 

approvals) to close completely during a lengthy renovation period, laying off the 50 to 100 

employees who regularly work at the restaurant then undertaking to fully re-staff the restaurant if 

it is able to reopen.  Id.   These fiscal realities further hinder defendants’ ability to propose a 

viable remediation plan.  

13. At defendants’ request, plaintiffs proposed several different designs for a ramp to 

each raised dining area.  Each of the designs would require the demolition and reconstruction of 

a substantial portion of the raised dining areas.  For the reasons noted above, defendants do not 

believe that the City of Denver would issue the necessary permitting for this work.  Id. ¶15.  

Moreover, each of the designs would involve the loss of significant dining space in each of the 

raised dining areas.  Id.  For the reasons stated above, the disruption and losses attendant to the 

effort of implementing plaintiffs’ proposed designs would be unsustainable for a small business 

like El Diablo.  Id.  Defendants reached a similar conclusion with respect to the installation of 

platform lifts.  Id. ¶16. 
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14. Defendants have also evaluated demolishing the raised seating areas in their 

entirety.  (This approach throws the baby out with the bath water given plaintiffs’ contention in the 

lawsuit that they desired access to the raised dining areas because those areas allegedly offer a 

better view of the restaurant’s bar (see Deposition of Timothy P. Fox, attached as Ex. A-2, 77:1–6, 

152:23–153:19), but defendants considered it nonetheless.)  Demolishing both raised dining areas 

and reconstructing the space where they are located is no less a complicated process than 

demolishing and reconstructing a portion of the raised dining areas.  Potential fire code problems 

raised by other solutions might be averted, but all other harms and permitting issues identified 

above would remain.  Morreale Dec. ¶17.  El Diablo’s owner believes the restaurant could not 

possibly obtain permits for such significant demolition and reconstruction in the landmark 

building and is unwilling to represent to this Court that defendants could do so.  Id. 

C. Proposed Remedial Plan 

15. In light of the constraints described above and as an alternative to closing 

El Diablo, laying off dozens of employees, and costing the City substantial lost tax revenues, 

defendants propose to accommodate plaintiffs by substantially expanding El Diablo’s street-level 

dining area.  Morreale Dec. ¶18.  The tenant that leased the space immediately adjacent to Ell 

Diablo’s north wall recently vacated the premises.  Id.  That space totals 1,879 square feet, all of 

which is accessible to wheelchair users (the “Additional Accessible Space”).  Id.  Defendants 

will incorporate the Additional Accessible Space into the restaurant.  Id.  That will expand the 

restaurant’s total accessible space to 4,429 square feet, which would be 84% of the restaurant’s 

entire square footage.  Id.  Defendants will not add any raised seating to the Additional 

Accessible Space.  Defendants will ensure that the Additional Accessible Space complies fully 
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with applicable accessibility standards.  Id.  The Additional Accessible Space will be open to the 

general public, will not be restricted to individuals with a disability, and will have the same 

services, menu, food, beverages, décor, etc., as the remainder of El Diablo.  Id. The Additional 

Accessible Space already includes two wheelchair-accessible bathrooms, which would 

supplement the two fully accessible restrooms in El Diablo.  Id.   

16. Because of the nature of the work that would need to be done to open the 

Additional Accessible Space to the public as a restaurant, defendants believe that they would not 

be required to obtain a building permit.  Morreale Dec. ¶19.  In addition, because the work on the 

Additional Accessible Space can be substantially completed before the space is integrated into 

the existing restaurant space, the restaurant’s expansion would not require defendants to lay off 

any employees.  Id. 

17. Defendants will need time to convert the Additional Accessible Space from its 

prior use in a manner that will fully integrate this space into El Diablo.  Defendants also will 

need time to purchase fixtures, equipment and other amenities.  Accordingly, defendants request 

that this Court enter a remedial plan with the following elements: (a) defendants are to complete 

the Additional Accessible Space as described above; (b) defendants will make good faith efforts 

to complete the Additional Accessible Space in an expeditious manner; and (c) defendants will 

submit a progress report to the Court every sixty (60) days from the date of this Court’s Order 

containing the remedial plan until the Additional Accessible Space has been completed. 
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Dated May 23, 2012. 
 

Respectfully submitted, 

s/ Philip L. Gordon 
Philip L. Gordon 
Daniel M. Combs 
LITTLER MENDELSON 
A Professional Corporation 
1900 Sixteenth Street, Suite 800 
Denver, CO  80202.5835 
Telephone:  303.629.6200 
 
ATTORNEYS FOR DEFENDANT 
MORREALE HOTELS, LLC AND 
SKETCH RESTAURANT, LLC 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I hereby certify that on this 23rd day of May, 2012 a true and correct copy of the above 

DEFENDANTS’ REMEDIAL PLAN was filed and served via CM/ECF to the following party.   

Kevin W. Williams 
Andrew C. Montoya 
Colorado Cross-Disability Coalition 
655 Broadway, Suite 775 
Denver, CO  80203   
   
 s/ Frances Martinez  

       Frances Martinez 
 
 
 
 
 
Firmwide:111842086.3 067612.1001  
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